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Abstract. Many of the proposed approaches to the semantic web have a substan-

tial drawback. They are all based on the idea that web pages (or more generally,

resources), will contain semantic annotations that would allow remote agents to

access them. However the problem of creating these annotations is seldom ad-

dressed. Manual creation of the annotations is not a feasible option, except in a

few experimental cases.

We propose an approach based on Language Processing techniques that addresses

this issue, at least for textual resources (which still constitute the vast majority of

the material available on the web). Documents are analized fully automatically

and converted into a semantic annotation, which can then be stored together with

the original documents. It is this annotation that constitutes the machine under-

standable resource that remote agents can query. A semi-automatic approach is

also considered, in which the system suggests candidate annotations and the user

simply has to approve or reject them. Advantages and drawbacks of both ap-

proaches are discussed.

1 Introduction

The major purpose of activities in the Semantic Web area is to help users better locate,

organize, and process content, irrespective of its physical location and of the way it is

presented. Adding machine-understandable semantics to web resources will make them

processable by software agents, and ultimately make them more useful to all of us.

There is a wealth of research efforts focusing on the foundations of the semantic

web [8], and in particular on the problem of how to represent the semantic information

carried by web resources (be they structured databases or unstructured natural language

documents, or a combination of both). The XML-based Resources Description Frame-

work [14] is the standardized Semantic Web language, however it is really meant for

use by computers, not humans. The same applies to all the extensions that have been

proposed, such as RDF Schema [2], which provides a basic type system for use in RDF

models, or DAML+OIL [4], which provides a language with well-defined semantics for

the specification of Ontologies.

However, there seems to be significantly less interest in the problem of how to help

users in the transition from conventional web pages to richly annotated semantic web

resources. The major barrier to a wider adoption of the Semantic Web proposals is a

classic deadlock problem [11]. On the one hand, significant additional effort is required



to add semantic annotations to existing (or newly created) web resources, and people

are not willing to pay this price until they can see a clear benefit for it. On the other

hand, software agents that can reap the benefit of richer annotations will not be useful

(and thus there will be fewer incentives to develop them) until a “critical mass” of

semantically annotated web resources has been achieved.

Current efforts to tackle this problem seem to focus on the development of user-

friendly editors for semantic annotations: details of XML/RDF should be hidden be-

hind GUI authoring tools. Users do not need (and do not want) to get in contact with

XML/RDF. However this approach defeats the purpose of the Semantic Web vision: to

make the web more effective for users by making it machine-understandable. Instead it

makes it less effective for users: by forcing them to add machine-level markup (albeit

shielded by an effective GUI). Unless the users can see the real benefit, they will not be

motivated to adopt such editors and be prepared to pay the price (in terms of additional

effort that might be required).

The benefits of the semantic web should come for free to most of the users: semantic

markup should be a by-product of normal computer use. There is a real need to lower

the barrier of entry: the vast majority of the users cannot be expected to understand and

use formal ontologies. In order to achieve interoperability between software agents,

a lot of human understandability has been sacrificed: precise ontologies and formally

defined semantics are foreign concepts to the average users.

As a very large proportion of existing web resources are represented by human-

readable documentation, we believe that a possible way to break the deadlock men-

tioned above is to start using available information extraction tools to enrich the docu-

ments with automatically generated annotations. In this paper we propose an approach

based on natural language processing (NLP) techniques, geared towards the creation of

semantic annotations, starting from the available textual documents.

One of the motivations behind the semantic web movement was that computers are

not powerful enough to process (and understand) natural language. Therefore machine

understandable information should be added to web resources. This is still true: it would

be unfeasible to process the enormous amounts of textual resources that are added to

the web every day (let alone process all the existing web content). However, it is techni-

cally possible (and practically conceivable) to have specialised editors that process (in

a transparent fashion) textual resources as the users publish them on the web, and add

semantic annotations automatically extracted from the documents. In other words, the

idea is to move the problem from the consumer of the information to the producer.

As Natural Language is the information access most users are comfortable with, we

will also discuss possible ways to access the information encoded in the semantic an-

notations. Given a user question phrased in natural language, existing tools can convert

it into the same kind of annotations as those stored in the documents. A new type of

software agent (or search engine) might then be capable of retrieving those web pages

whose annotations match those derived from the user question.

The approach presented in this paper is based on our previous work in the area

of Question Answering, resulting in the ExtrAns system [22]. Specific research in the

area of Question Answering has been promoted in the last few years in particular by

the Question Answering track of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-QA) competi-
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Fig. 1. Offline analysis of documents

tions [26]. ExtrAns uses a combination of robust natural language processing technol-

ogy and dedicated terminology processing [19, 20] to create a Knowledge Base, con-

taining a semantic representation for the propositional content of the documents [23].

Our research group has been working in the area of Question Answering for a few

years, targeting different domains, such as the Aircraft Maintenance Manual (AMM) of

a large aircraft [22] or a computer manual [15].

In a recently started EU project (“Parmenides”) focusing on the integration of Infor-

mation Extraction and Data Mining techniques, we aim at exploiting the work done in

the ExtrAns system by moving from the system-specific semantic representation (Min-

imal Logical Forms) to a semantic representation based on W3C standards, like RDF.

A secondary aim might be to explore possible synergies with the standardization effort

of the ISO TC37/SC4 committe in the domain of linguistic annotations [21].

We will first briefly describe our past work resulting in the ExtrAns system (sec-

tion 2), then describe the annotations that we aim at generating automatically in the

Parmenides project (section 3). The following section (4) will describe in detail the

approach that we propose in order to automatically create semantic annotation for tex-

tual web resources. Finally, in section (5) we explore advantages and disadvantages of

the proposed methodologies, and describe our current work and suggestions for future

development.

2 ExtrAns

In this section we briefly describe the linguistic processing performed in the ExtrAns

systems, extended details can be found in [22]. An initial phase of syntactic analy-

sis, based on the Link Grammar parser [24] is followed by a transformation of the

dependency-based syntactic structures generated by the parser into a semantic repre-

sentation based on Minimal Logical Forms, or MLFs [15]. As the name suggests, the

MLF of a sentence does not attempt to encode the full semantics of the sentence. Cur-

rently the MLFs encode the semantic dependencies between the open-class words of

the sentences (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) plus prepositional phrases. The

notation used has been designed to incrementally incorporate additional information



if needed. Thus, other modules of the NLP system can add new information without

having to remove old information.

We have chosen a computationally intensive approach, which allows a deeper lin-

guistic analysis to be performed, at the cost of higher processing time. Such costs are

negligible in the case of a single sentence (like a user query) but become rapidly im-

practical in the case of the analysis of a large document set. The approach we take is to

analyse all the documents in an off-line stage (see figure 1) and store a representation

of their contents (the MLFs) in a Knowledge Base. In an on-line phase, the MLF which

results from the analysis of the user query is matched in the KB against the stored repre-

sentations, locating those MLFs that best answer the query. At this point the system can

locate in the original documents the sentences from which the MLFs where generated

(see figure 2).

One of the most serious problems that we have encountered in processing technical

documentation is the syntactic ambiguity generated by multi-word units, in particular

technical terms. Any generic parser, unless developed specifically for the domain at

hand, will have serious problems dealing with them. On the one hand, it is likely that

they contain tokens that do not correspond to any word in the parser’s lexicon, on the

other, their syntactic structure is highly ambiguous (alternative internal structures, as

well as possible undesired combinations with neighbouring tokens). In fact, it is pos-

sible to show that, when all the terminology of the domain is available, a much more

efficient approach is to pack the multi-word units into single lexical tokens prior to syn-

tactical analysis [5]. In our case, such an approach brings a reduction in the complexity

of parsing of almost 50%.

During the process described above, terms are gathered into WordNet style synsets

and organized into a taxonomy. During the analysis of documents and queries, if a term

belonging to a synset is identified, it is replaced by its synset identifier, which then

allows retrieval using any other term in the same synset. This amounts to an implicit

‘terminological normalization’ for the domain, where the synset identifier can be taken

as a reference to the ‘concept’ that each of the terms in the synset describe [10]. In this

way any term contained in a user query is automatically mapped to all its variants.

When an answer cannot be located with the approach described so far, the system

is capable of ‘relaxing’ the query, gradually expanding the set of acceptable answers.

A first step consists of including hyponyms and hyperonyms of terms in the query. If

the query extended with this ontological information fails to find an exact answer, the

system returns the sentence (or set of sentences) whose MLF is semantically closest

with the MLF of the question. Semantic closeness is measured here in terms of overlap

of logical forms; the use of flat expressions for the MLFs allows for a quick computation

of this overlap after unifying the variables of the question with those of the answer

candidate. The current algorithm for approximate matching compares pairs of MLF

predicates and returns 0 or 1 on the basis of whether the predicates unify or not. An

alternative that is worth exploring is the use of ontological information to compute a

measure based on the ontological distance between words, i.e. by exploring its shared

information content [18].



Fig. 2. Example of interaction with the system

3 Parmenides Annotations

It is by now widely accepted that some W3C standards (such as XML and RDF) pro-

vide a convenient and practical framework for the creation of field-specific markup

languages (e.g. MathML, VoiceXML). However XML provides only a common “al-

phabet” for interchange among tools, the steps that need to be taken before there is any

real sharing are still many (just as many human languages share the same alphabets,

that does not mean that they can be mutually intelligible). A minimal approach is to

create a common data model.

The existence of a common standard brings many other advantages, like the ability

to automatically compare the results of different tools which provide the same function-

ality, from the very basic (e.g. tokenization) to the most complex (e.g. discourse rep-

resentation). Some of the NIST-supported competitive evaluations (e.g. MUC) greatly

benefited from the existence of scoring tools, which could automatically compare the

results of each participant against a gold standard. Another clear benefit of agreed stan-

dards is that they will increase interoperability among different tools. It is not enough to

have publicly available APIs to ensure that different tools can be integrated. In fact, if

their representation languages (their “data vocabulary”) are too divergent, no integration

will be possible (or at least it will require a considerable mapping effort).

In this section we will briefly describe the XML-based annotation scheme proposed

for the Parmenides project (for more details see [21]). In general terms the project is

concerned with organisational knowledge management, specifically, by developing an

ontology driven systematic approach to integrating the entire process of information

gathering, processing and analysis. The annotation scheme is intended to work as the

projects’ lingua franca: all the modules will be required to accept as input and gener-

ate as output documents conformant to the (agreed) annotation scheme. The specifica-

tion will be used to create data-level compatibility among all the tools involved in the

project.

Each tool might choose to use or ignore part of the information defined by the

markup: some information might not yet be available at a given stage of processing

or might not be required by the next module. Facilities will be provided for filtering



Fig. 3. Visualization of Structural Annotations

annotations according to a simple configuration file. This is in fact one of the advantages

of using XML: many readily available off-the-shelf tools can be used for parsing and

filtering the XML annotations, according to the needs of each module.

Parmenides aims at using consolidated Information Extraction techniques, such as

Named Entity Extraction, and therefore this work builds upon well-known approaches,

such as the Named Entity annotation scheme from MUC7 [3]. Other sources that have

been considered include the GENIA tagset [7], TEI [25] and the GDA tagset [12]. Cru-

cially, attention will also be paid to temporal annotations, with the aim of using ex-

tracted temporal information for detection of trends (using Data Mining techniques).

Therefore we have investigated all the recently developed approaches to such a prob-

lem, and have decided for the adoption of the TERQAS tagset [9, 17]. The domain of

interests (e.g. Biotechnology) are also expected to be terminology-rich and therefore

require proper treatment of terminology.

There are currently three methods of viewing the document which offer differing

ways to visualize the annotations. These are all based on transformation of the same

XML source document, using XSLT and CSS (and some Javascript for visualization of

attributes).

The set of Parmenides annotations is organized into three levels:

– Structural Annotations

– Lexical Annotations

– Semantic Annotations



Fig. 4. Visualization of Lexical Annotations and their attributes

Structural annotations are used to define the physical structure of the document,

it’s organization into head and body, into sections, paragraphs and sentences. Lexical

annotations identify lexical units that have some relevance for the Parmenides project.

Semantic annotations are meant to represent the propositional content of the document

(the “meaning”). While structural annotations apply to large text spans, lexical annota-

tions aplly to smaller text spans (sub-sentence) and semantic annotations are not directly

associated to a specific text span, however, they are linked to text units by co-referential

identifiers. All annotations are required to have an unique ID and thus will be individu-

ally addressable, this allows semantic annotations to point to the lexical annotations to

which they correspond. Semantic Annotations themselves are given a unique ID, and

therefore can be elements of more complex annotations.

The structure of the documents will be marked using an intuitively appropriate

scheme based on the TEI recomendations [25]. Broadly speaking, structural annota-

tions are concerned with the organization of documents into sub-units, such as section,

title, paragraphs and sentences. Figure (3) demonstrates the annotation visualization

tool displaying the documents structure (using nested boxes).

Lexical Annotations are used to mark any text unit (smaller than a sentence), which

can be of interest in Parmenides. They include (but are not limited to): Named Entities

in the classical MUC sense, new domain-specific Named Entities, Terms, Temporal

Expressions, Events. When visualizating the set of Lexical Tags in a given annotated

document, clicking on specific tags displays the attribute values (see figure (4)).

The relations that exist between lexical entities are expressed through the semantic

annotations. So lexically identified people can be linked to their organisation and job

title, if this information is contained in the document (see figure (6)).
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Fig. 5. From Documents to Semantic Annotations

4 From Documents to Semantic Annotations

In this section we will describe the approach taken in the Parmenides project towards

the automatic creation of Semantic Annotation starting from existing documents (see

figure 5). Documents are assumed to be gathered from a variety of sources, and thus

will present different formats. The first step of processing is going to be a conversion

from the source-specific document format to the agreed Parmenides format. This con-

version is based on a set of source-specific wrappers [13], which transforms the original

document into the XML structural annotations previously described.

The next step of processing involves addition of basic linguistic information: doc-

uments are tokenized, morphologically analyzed and tagged. At this stage sentence

boundaries are also detected. This phase completes the creation of the structural an-

notation, going down to the lowest levels: the sentence and the token. An example of

the resulting annotation can be seen below:

<tok id="t15" pos="CD" lem="@card@">

100

</tok>

<tok id="t16" pos="NNS" lem="calorie">

calories

</tok>

A Named Entity Extractor [1] is then used to detect persons, organizations, locations

and numerical amounts. Together with a terminology extraction tool [6] this module

creates the base Lexical Annotations.

At this stage however many different references to the same conceptual objects are

not resolved. For instance different occurrences of the string “Dyax” will be considered

as different lexical entities. The same problem would happen with cases like “Bill Clin-

ton”, “Clinton”, “The former president of the United States”. An anaphora resolution

module [16] is thus used to detect coreferent lexical entities. Simple string based match

might suffice in some cases of named entities, however in more complex cases complex

pronominal resolution algorithms are needed. This results in a set of equivalence classes

(which contain coreferent lexical entities). Each class is then mapped into conceptual

entities. The result of this process is illustrated in the upper half of figure 6.

A more thorough linguistic analysis is now needed to obtain relations among the

entities discovered in the previous stage. First, each sentences is parsed using the Link

Grammar parser, this is followed by a step of disambiguation and another step of



(pronominal) anaphora resolution, as described in detail in section 2. The result of this

phase of analysis is a representations of the propositional content of the sentences, as

minimal logical forms.

From the minimal logical forms, it is possible to detect relations, on the basis of

axioms associated to lexical items, for instance the sentence “A works for B” gives rise

to the logical form work(A,B), while the sentence “A is employed by B” gives rise to

the logical form employ(B,A). Specific axioms associated to the lexical entries for

“work” and “employ” allow to obtain the following mappings:

work(A,B) -> worksFor(A,B)

employ(B,A) -> worksFor(A,B)

Now what is left to do is only to transform the results obtained into a standard for-

malism. The Conceptual Entities obtained after co-reference resolution can be mapped

directly into RDF resources, as illustrated below.

<Organization rdf:ID="obj1"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns="http://www.parmenides.org/ontology/organization#"

xml:base="http://www.parmenides.org/docbase/pardoc12566">

<name>Dyax Corp</name>

<activity>Biotechnology</activity>

</Organization>

<Organization rdf:ID="obj2"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns="http://www.parmenides.org/ontology/organization#"

xml:base="http://www.parmenides.org/docbase/pardoc12566">

<name>NIST</name>

<activity>Government Agency</activity>

</Organization>

Relations can then be added to them as attributes, for instance to the RDF resource

for “obj5” (Charles R. Wescott), it is possible to add the attribute “worksFor”, as illus-

trate below.

<Person rdf:ID="obj5"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns="http://www.parmenides.org/ontology/person#"

xml:base="http://www.parmenides.org/docbase/pardoc12566">

<name>Charles R. Wescott</name>

<role>Senior Scientist</role>

<worksFor rdf:resource=

"http://www.parmenides.org/docbase/pardoc12566#obj1"/>

</Person>

The RDF annotations obtained with the process described above can be added au-

tomatically to documents being published on the web (in a totally transparent fashion).



Fig. 6. Visualization of Semantic Annotations

In this way, they will become immediately accessible to automated software agents,

which will be able to make more meaningful access to the document to which they are

associated.

5 Current and Future Work

The method described in the previous section can work in an unsupervised manner, and

help populate the semantic web with initial RDF resources. However, the NLP tools

that are used to create them, might introduce various elements of errors, thus poten-

tially decreasing the value of the resulting annotations. Missing annotations might be

considered an acceptable price to pay, however conceptually wrong annotations might

introduce dangerous contradictory information. In any case, the annotations, even if

not always 100% reliable, might help in creating the “critical mass” that is so desper-

ately needed in order to kick-start practical deployment of Semantic Web formalism

and tools.



We are also considering a partially revised approach, in which a user can approve or

reject the annotations suggested by the system. We have developed a simple graphical

interface (based on XSLT transformations of the original XML documents and anno-

tations), that allow a user to inspect the proposed resources and either accept or reject

them. Consider again figure 6, what so far we have not explained is that this represen-

tation is also a web form, where the user can accept or reject individual objects and

relations suggested by the system. The input from the user is processed by a conven-

tional form processing script, which will then add to the published document only the

annotations approved by the user. We think this approach would be particularly helpful

in avoiding the introduction of contradictory or false knowledge, without posing too

great a burden on the user.

A further (planned) development, would allow detailed editing of the resources

within the same browser page. Clearly the users can in any case inspect the annotations

with a conventional XML editor, but we believe that such an approach would not be

feasible for large quantities of documents or for non-experienced users. We would fall

back in the loop that we described at the beginning of the paper. A simple user-friendly

interface like the one shown in the figure (possibly extended with more powerful editing

capabilities) might provide a significant boost in allowing users to create RDF resources

in a semi-automated fashion.

An aspect that we have not explored so far (but which is within our future targets)

is the generalisation of resources from one document to a collection. All the resources

described with the methodology illustrated in this paper are document specific, thus

when we talk of “Dyax”, we should really say, the company “Dyax as mentioned in the

Parmenides document 12566”, which might not be the same as the company “Dyax”

mentioned in another document. So the complete reference to a particular instance of

Dyax could be:

http://www.parmenides.org/docbase/pardoc12566#obj1

An aggregator tool should be able to detect the existence of the same company

within different documents, and thus create a new, document-independent resource, to

which all the individual mentions of “Dyax” in different documents point to, such as:

http://www.parmenides.org/organization#Dyax

Finally, a very natural extension of the work described here is the use of NL also for

querying. This is in the spirit of our original ExtrAns system (as described in section 2),

which was developed specifically for that purpose. Although this is not a direct target of

the Parmenides project, we believe that the very same techniques can be extended to the

Semantic Web area. We are actively looking for a chance to explore this very intriguing

idea.

6 Conclusion

Despite the still experimental level of the current implementation, we are confident that

the ideas described in this paper provide a powerful (and extremely useful) contribution

to the future developments of the Semantic Web.



We are certain that we will witness in the near future a deeper convergence of the

Semantic Web and the Natural Language Processing communities, towards the common

goal of easing the information access bottleneck to web resources.
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